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Predictive model for dark matter, dark energy, neutrino masses and leptogenesis at the TeV scale
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We propose a new mechanism of TeV scale leptogenesis where the chemical potential of right-handed electron
is passed on to theB−L asymmetry of the Universe in the presence of sphalerons. Themodel has the virtue
that the origin of neutrino masses are independent of the scale of leptogenesis. As a result, the model could
be extended to explaindark matter, dark energy, neutrino masses and leptogenesisat the TeV scale. The most
attractive feature of this model is that it predicts a few hundred GeV triplet Higgs scalar that can be tested at
LHC or ILC.

PACS numbers: 12.60.Fr, 14.60.St, 95.35.+d, 98.80.Cq, 98.80.Es

INTRODUCTION

In the canonical seesaw models [1] the physical neutrino
masses are largely suppressed by the scale of lepton (L) num-
ber violation, which is also the scale of leptogenesis. The
observed baryon (B) asymmetry and the low energy neutrino
oscillation data then give a lower bound on the scale of lepto-
genesis to be∼ 109 GeV [2]. Alternately in the triplet seesaw
models [3] it is equally difficult to generateL-asymmetry at
the TeV scale because the interaction ofSU(2)L triplets with
the gauge bosons keep them in equilibrium up to a very high
scale∼ 1010 GeV [4]. However, in models of extra dimen-
sions [5] and models of dark energy [6] the masses of the
triplet Higgs scalars could be low enough for them to be ac-
cessible in LHC or ILC, but in those models leptogenesis is
difficult. Even in the left-right symmetric models in which
there are both right-handed neutrinos and triplet Higgs scalars
contributing to the neutrino masses, it is difficult to have triplet
Higgs scalars in the range of LHC or ILC [7]. It may be pos-
sible to have resonant leptogenesis [8] with light triplet Higgs
scalars [9], but the resonant condition requires very high de-
gree of fine tuning.

In this paper we introduce a new mechanism of leptogen-
esis at the TeV scale. We ensure that the lepton number vio-
lation required for the neutrino masses does not conflict with
the lepton number violation required for leptogenesis. This
led us to propose a model which is capable of explaining dark
matter, dark energy, neutrino masses and leptogenesis at the
TeV scale. Moreover, the model predicts a few hundred GeV
triplet Higgs whose decay through the same sign dilepton sig-
nal could be tested either through thee±e∓ collision at linear
collider or through theppcollision at LHC.

THE MODEL

In addition to the quarks, leptons and the usual Higgs dou-
blet φ ≡ (1,2,1), we introduce two triplet Higgs scalarsξ ≡
(1,3,2) and∆ ≡ (1,3,2), two singlet scalarsη− ≡ (1,1,−2)
and T0 ≡ (1,1,0), and a doublet Higgsχ ≡ (1,2,1). The
transformations of the fields are given under the standard
model (SM) gauge groupSU(3)c×SU(2)L ×U(1)Y. There
are also three heavy singlet fermionsSa ≡ (1,1,0),a = 1,2,3.

A global symmetryU(1)X allows us to distinguish between
theL-number violation for neutrino masses and theL-number
violation for leptogenesis. UnderU(1)X the fields ℓT

iL ≡
(ν,e)iL ≡ (1,2,−1), eiR ≡ (1,1,−2), η− andT0 carry a quan-
tum number 1,∆, Sa, a= 1,2,3 andφ carry a quantum number
zero whileξ andχ carry quantum numbers -2 and 2 respec-
tively. We assume thatMξ ≪ M∆ while bothξ and∆ con-
tribute equally to the effective neutrino masses. Moreover, if
neutrino mass varies on the cosmological time scale then it
behaves as a negative pressure fluid and hence explains the
accelerating expansion of the present Universe [10]1. With a
survivalZ2 symmetry, the neutral component ofχ represents
the candidate of dark matter [12].

Taking into account of the above defined quantum numbers
we now write down the Lagrangian symmetric underU(1)X.
The terms in the Lagrangian, relevant to the rest of our discus-
sions, are given by

−L ⊇ fi j ξℓiLℓ jL +µ(A)∆†φφ+M2
ξξ†ξ+M2

∆∆†∆

+hiaēiRSaη− +MsabSaSb +yi j φℓ̄iLejR+M2
TT†T

+λT |T|
4 + λφ|T|

2|φ|2 + λχ|T|
2|χ|2 + fTξ∆†TT

+ληφ|η−|2|φ|2 + ληχ|η−|2|χ|2 +Vφχ +h.c. , (1)

whereVφχ constitutes all possible quadratic and quartic terms
symmetric underU(1)X. The typical dimension full coupling
µ(A) = λA, A being the acceleron field2, which is responsible
for the accelerating expansion of the Universe. We introduce
theU(1)X symmetry breaking soft terms

−Lso f t = m2
TTT +mηη−φχ +h.c. . (2)

If T carries theL-number by one unit then the first term ex-
plicitly breaksL-number in the scalar sector. The second term
on the other hand conservesL-number if η− andχ possess

1 Connection between neutrino mass and dark energy, which is required for
accelerating expansion of the Universe, in large extradimension scenario is
discussed in ref. [11]

2 The origin of this acceleron field is beyond the scope of this paper. See for
example ref. [13].
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equal and oppositeL-number3. This leads to the interactions
of the fieldsSa, i = 1,2,3 to beL-number conserving. As we
shall discuss later, this can generate theL-asymmetry of the
universe, while the neutrino masses come from theL-number
conserving interaction term∆†ξTT after the fieldT acquires
a vev.

NEUTRINO MASSES

The Higgs field∆ acquires a very small vacuum expectation
value (vev)

〈∆〉 = −µ(A)
v2

M2
∆

, (3)

wherev = 〈φ〉, φ being the SM Higgs doublet. However, we
note that the fieldξ does not acquire avevat the tree level.

The scalar fieldT acquires vev at a few TeV, which then
induces a smallvev to the scalar fieldξ. The Goldstone bo-
son corresponding to theL-number violation, the would be
Majoron, and the Goldstone boson corresponding toU(1)X

symmetry will have a mass of the order of a few TeV and will
not contribute to theZ decay width. Thevevof the fieldξ
would give a small Majorana mass to the neutrinos.

Thevevof the singlet fieldT gives rise to a mixing between
∆ andξ through the effective mass term

−L∆ξ = m2
s∆†ξ, (4)

where the mass parameterms =
√

fT〈T〉2 is of the order of
TeV, similar to the mass scale ofT. The effective couplings
of the different triplet Higgs scalars, which give theL-number
violating interactions in the left-handed sector, are thengiven
by

−Lν−mass = fi j ξℓiℓ j +µ(A)
m2

s

M2
∆

ξ†φφ+ fi j
m2

s

M2
ξ

∆ℓiℓ j

+µ(A)∆†φφ+h.c. . (5)

The fieldξ then acquires an inducedvev,

〈ξ〉 = −µ(A)
v2m2

s

M2
ξM2

∆
. (6)

Thevevs of both the fieldsξ and∆ will contribute to neutrino
mass by equal amount and thus the neutrino mass is given by

mν = − fi j µ(A)
v2m2

s

M2
ξM2

∆
. (7)

3 If η− does not possess anyL-number then the interaction ofSa explicitly
breaksL-number and hence the decay of lightestSa gives rise to a netL-
asymmetry as in the case of right handed neutrino decay [14].

Since the absorptive part of the off-diagonal one loop self
energy terms in the decay of triplets∆ andξ is zero, their de-
cay can’t produce anyL-asymmetry even though their decay
violateL-number. However, the possibility of erasing any pre-
existingL-asymmetry through the∆L = 2 processes mediated
by ∆ andξ should not be avoided unless their masses are very
large and hence suppressed in comparison to the electroweak
breaking scale. In particular, the important erasure processes
are:

ℓℓ ↔ ξ ↔ φφ and ℓℓ ↔ ∆ ↔ φφ . (8)

If m2
s ≪ M2

∆ then theL-number violating processes mediated
through∆ and ξ are suppressed by(m2

s/M2
ξM2

∆) and hence
practically don’t contribute to the above erasure processes.
Thus a freshL-asymmetry can be produced at the TeV scale.

LEPTOGENESIS

We introduce the following two cases for generating
L-asymmetry which is then transferred to the required
B-asymmetry of the Universe.

Case-I:: The explicitL-number violation
First we consider the case whereL-number is explicitly bro-

ken in the singlet sector. This is possible ifη−, and henceχ,
does not possess anyL-number. Therefore, the decays of the
singlet fermionsSa, a= 1,2,3 can generate a netL-asymmetry
of the universe through

Sa → e−iR + η+

→ e+
iR + η− .

We work in the basis, in whichMsab is diagonal andM3 >
M2 > M1, whereMa = Msaa. Similar to the usual right-handed
neutrino decays generatingL-asymmetry [14], there are now
one-loop self-energy and vertex-type diagrams that can inter-
fere with the tree-level decays to generate a CP-asymmetry.
The decay of the fieldS1 can now generate a CP-asymmetry

ε = −∑
i

[

Γ(S1 → e−iRη+)−Γ(S1 → e+
iRη−)

Γtot(S1)

]

≃
1
8π

M1

M2

Im[(hh†)i1(hh†)i1]

∑a |ha1|2
. (9)

Thus an excess ofeiR over ec
iR is produced in the thermal

plasma. This will be converted to an excess ofeiL over ec
iL

through the t-channel scattering processeiRec
iR ↔ φ0 ↔ eiLec

iL .
This can be understood as follows. Let us define the chemical
potential associated witheR field asµeR= µ0+µBL, whereµBL

is the chemical potential contributing toB−L asymmetry and
µ0 is independent ofB−L. At equilibrium thus we have

µeL = µeR +µφ = µBL +µ0+µφ . (10)

We see thatµeL is also associated with the same chemical
potentialµBL. Hence theB− L asymmetry produced in the
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right-handed sector will be transferred to the left-handedsec-
tor. A net baryon asymmetry of the universe is then produced
through the sphaleron transitions which conserveB−L but vi-
olateB+L. Since the source ofL-number violation for the this
asymmetry is different from the neutrino masses, there is no
bound on the mass scale ofS1 from the low energy neutrino
oscillation data. Therefore, the mass scale ofS1 can be as
low as a few TeV. Note that the mechanism forL-asymmetry
proposed here is different from an earlier proposal of right
handed sector leptogenesis [15]. The survival asymmetry in
theη fields is then transferred toχ fields through the trilinear
soft term introduced in Eq. (2).

Case-II:: ConservedL-number
We now consider the case whereL-number is conserved

in the singlet sector. This is possible ifη−(η+) possesses a
L-number exactly opposite to that ofe+

R(e−R). Therefore, the
decays of the singlet fermionsSa, a = 1,2,3 can not generate
anyL-asymmetry. However, it produces an equal and oppo-
site asymmetry betweenη−(η+) ande+

R(e−R) fields as given
by Eq. (9). If these two asymmetries cancel with each other
then there is no left behindL-asymmetry. However, as we
see from the Lagrangians (1) and (2) that none of the interac-
tions that can transfer theL-asymmetry fromη− to the lepton
doublets whileeR is transferring theL-asymmetry from the
singlet sector to the usual lepton doublets throughφℓ̄LeR cou-
pling. Note that the coupling, through which the asymmetry
betweenη− ande+

R produced, is already gone out of thermal
equilibrium. So, it will no more allow the two asymmetries to
cancel with each other. The asymmetry in theη fields is fi-
nally transferred to theχ fields through the trilinear soft term
introduced in Eq. (2).

DARK MATTER

As the universe expands the temperature of the thermal bath
falls. As a result the heavy fieldsη− andT0 are annihilated
to the lighter fieldsφ and χ as they are allowed by the La-
grangians (1) and (2). Notice that there is aZ2 symmetry of
the Lagrangians (1) and (2) under whichSa,a = 1,2,3, η−

andχ are odd while all other fields are even. Since the neutral
component ofχ is the lightest one it can be stable because of
Z2 symmetry. Therefore, the neutral component ofχ behaves
as a dark matter.

After T gets a vev the effective potential describing the in-
teractions ofφ andχ can be given by

V(φ,χ) =

(

−m2
φ +

λφ

fT
m2

s

)

|φ|2 +

(

m2
χ +

λχ

fT
m2

s

)

|χ|2

+λ1|φ|4 + λ2|χ|4 + λ3|φ|2|χ|2 + λ4|φ†χ|2 ,(11)

where we have made use of the fact thatms =
√

fT〈T〉2 and
λφ, λχ are the quartic couplings ofT with φ andχ respectively.

Form2
φ >

(

λφ
fT

)

m2
s > 0 andm2

χ,
(

λχ
fT

)

m2
S > 0 the minimum of

the potential is given by

〈φ〉 =

(

0
v

)

and 〈χ〉 =

(

0
0

)

. (12)

The vev of φ gives masses to the SM fermions and gauge
bosons. The physical mass of the SM Higgs is then given by
mh =

√

4λ1v2. The physical mass of the real and imaginary
parts of the neutral component ofχ field are almost same and
is given by

m2
χ0

R,I
= m2

χ +
λφ

fT
m2

s +(λ3+ λ4)v
2 . (13)

Sinceχ is odd under the survivingZ2 symmetry it can’t de-
cay to any of the conventional SM fields and hence the neutral
component ofχ constitute the dark matter component of the
Universe. Above their mass scalesχ0

R,I are in thermal equilib-

rium through the interactions:λ2χ0
R,I

4
and(λ3 + λ4)χ0

R,I
2
h2.

Assuming thatmχ0
R,I

< mW,mh the direct annihilation of a pair

of χ0
R,I , below their mass scale, to SM Higgs is kinematically

forbidden. However, a pair ofχ0
R,I can be annihilated to the

SM fields: f f̄ ,W+W−,ZZ,gg,hh· · · through the exchange of
neutral Higgsh. The corresponding scattering cross-section
in the limit mχ0

R,I
< mW,mh is given by [16]

σh|v| ≃
λ2m2

χ0
R,I

m4
h

, (14)

whereλ = (λ3 + λ4).
We assume that at a temperatureTD, Γann/H(TD) ≃ 1,

whereTD is the temperature of the thermal bath whenχ0
R,I

got decoupled and

H(TD) = 1.67g1/2
∗ (T2

D/Mpl) (15)

is the corresponding Hubble expansion parameter withg∗ ≃
100 being the effective number of relativistic degrees of free-
dom. Using Eq. (14) the rate of annihilation ofχ0

R,I to the
SM fields can be given byΓann = nχ0〈σh|v|〉, wherenχ0 is the

density ofχ0
R,I at the decoupled epoch. Using the fact that

Γann/H(TD) ≃ 1 one can get [17]

zD ≡
mχ0

R,I

TD
≃ ln





Nannλ2m3
χ0

R,I
Mpl

1.67g1/2
∗ (2π)3/2m4

h



 , (16)

whereNann is the number of annihilation channels which we
have taken roughly to be 10. Since theχ0

R,I are stable in the
cosmological time scale we have to make sure that it should
not over-close the Universe. For this we calculate the energy
density ofχ0

R,I at the present epoch. The number density of

χ0
R,I at the present epoch is given by

nχ0
R,I

(T0) = (T0/TD)3nχ0
R,I

(TD) , (17)
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FIG. 1: The allowed region of dark matter at the 1σ C.L. is shown
in the plane ofmh versusmχ0 with λ2 = 0.5 (upper) andλ2 = 0.1
(bottom).

whereT0 = 2.75◦k, the temperature of present Cosmic Mi-
crowave Background Radiation. We then calculate the energy
density at present epoch,

ρχ0
R,I

=

(

0.98×10−4eV
cm3

)

1
Nannλ2

(mh/GeV)4

(mχ0
R,I

/GeV)2 [1+ δ] , (18)

whereδ ≪ 1. The critical energy density of the present Uni-
verse is

ρc = 3H2
0/8πGN ≡ 104h2eV/cm3 . (19)

At present the contribution of dark matter to the critical en-
ergy density of the Universe is precisely given byΩDMh2 =
0.111±006 [18]. Assuming thatχ0

R,I is a candidate of dark
matter we have shown, in fig. (1), the allowed masses ofχ0

R,I
up to 80 GeV for a wide spectrum of SM Higgs masses.

DARK ENERGY AND NEUTRINO

It has been observed that the present Universe is expanding
in an accelerating rate. This can be attributed to the dynam-
ical scalar fieldA [19], which evolves with the cosmological
time scale. If the neutrino mass arises from an interaction
with the acceleron field, whose effective potential changesas a
function of the background neutrino density then the observed
neutrino masses can be linked to the observed acceleration of
the Universe [10].

Since the neutrino mass depends onA, it varies on the cos-
mological time scale such that the effective neutrino mass is
given by the Lagrangian

−L =

[

fi j µ(A)
v2m2

s

M2
ξM2

∆
νiν j +h.c.

]

+V0 , (20)

whereV0 is the acceleron potential. A typical form of the
potential is given by [6]

V0 = Λ4 ln(1+ |µ̄|µ(A)|) , (21)

The two terms in the above Lagrangian (20) acts in opposite
direction such that the effective potential

V(mν) = mνnν +V0(mν) (22)

today settles at a non-zero positive value. From the above
effective potential we can calculate the equation of state

w = −1+[Ων/(Ων + ΩA)] , (23)

wherew is defined byV ∝ R−3(1+w). At present the contribu-
tion of light neutrinos having masses varying from 5× 10−4

eV to 1 MeV to the critical energy density of the Universe
is Ων ≤ 0.0076/h2 [18]. Hence one effectively getsw≃−1.
Thus the mass varying neutrinos behave as a negative pressure

fluid as the dark energy. For naturalness we choseµ(A)m2
s

M2
∆

∼ 1

eV such thatMξ can be a few hundred GeV to explain the sub-
eV neutrino masses, andΛ ∼ 10−3 eV such that the varying
neutrino mass can be linked to the dark energy component of
the Universe.

COLLIDER SIGNATURE OF DOUBLY CHARGED
PARTICLES

The doubly charged component of the light triplet Higgs
ξ can be observed through its decay into same sign dilep-
tons [20]. SinceM∆ ≫ Mξ, the production of∆ particles in
comparison toξ are highly suppressed. Hence it is worth look-
ing for the signature ofξ±± either at LHC or ILC. From Eq.
(5) one can see that the decayξ±± → φ±φ± are suppressed

since the decay rate involves the factorµ(A)m2
s

M2
∆

∼ 1 eV. While

the decay modeξ±± → h±W± is phase space suppressed, the
decay modeξ±± →W±W± is suppressed because of the vev
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of ξ is small which is required for sub-eV neutrino masses as
well as to maintain theρ parameter of SM to be unity. There-
fore, once it is produced,ξ mostly decay through the same
sign dileptons:ξ±± → ℓ±ℓ±. Note that the doubly charged
particles can not couple to quarks and therefore the SM back-
ground of the processξ±± → ℓ±ℓ± is quite clean and hence
the detection will be unmistakable. From Eq. (5) the decay
rate of the processξ±± → ℓ±ℓ± is given by

Γii =
| fii |2

8π
Mξ++ and Γi j =

| fi j |2

4π
Mξ++ , (24)

where fi j are highly constrained from the lepton flavor vio-
lating decays. From the observed neutrino masses we have
fi j x∼ 10−12 wherex = (〈ξ〉/v). If fi j >

∼ x then from the lep-
ton flavor violating decayξ±± → ℓ±i ℓ±j one can study the pat-
tern of neutrino masses and mixing [21].

CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a new mechanism of leptogenesis in the sin-
glet sector which allowed us to extend the model to explain
dark matter, dark energy, neutrino masses and leptogenesis
at the TeV scale. This scenario predicts a few hundred GeV
triplet scalar which contributes to the neutrino masses. This
makes the model predictable and it will be possible to ver-
ify the model at ILC or LHC through the same sign dilepton
decay of the doubly charged particles. This also opens an win-
dow for studying neutrino mass spectrum in the future collid-
ers (LHC or ILC). Since the lepton number violation required
for lepton asymmetry and neutrino masses are different, lep-
togenesis scale can be lowered to as low as a few TeV.
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